
COMPANY PROFILE

Italian Globes Manufacturer



the journey begins at your fingertips...



THE GOLDEN LATHE
Zoffoli won the remarkable

and prestigious “Tornio d'Oro”
award assigned by the

Museum of Science and
technology of Milan.

FOUNDATION
Italo Zoffoli started his craft 
activity in Rimini. It's the 
beginning of a long path of 
growth and continous 
improvement.

 
 1949

INTERNATIONAL
SUCCESS
Knowledge and craftsmanship 
melt to the most modern 
technologies which gave to 
the company international 
fame and the worldwide 
success.

NEW DESIGN
The production was enriched

by modern and design
globes, allowing us to

become a leading
company in its field.

A TRUSTWORTHY 
COMPANY
Zoffoli today is a reliable 
company, well recognized all 
over the world. 

 a family history

 1963

 1990

 2000

TODAY



THE COMPANY

Zoffoli is a family-run Italian company that 
has been manufacturing globes since 
1949. Over the years, master craftsmanship 
and innovation have been combined.
 

Superior materials such as solid wood and 
antique brass or chromed steel details are 
used to create the finest globes, strictly 
Made in Italy.

Starting from its deep roots, Zoffoli has 
innovated itself becoming a reliable com-
pany appreciated all over the world. 



THE INVENTORS OF THE BAR GLOBE
The taste for innovation and the idea of creating unique objects has led us to be the inventors of the bar globe, a piece of furniture that does not 
go unnoticed. 
Like treasure chests, they hold crystal glasses and precious bottles for an aperitif in the heart of the globe.



OUR VALUES

A solid craftsmanship tradition
It is with pride that Zoffoli carries on the 
tradition of a craftsmen family, bringing into 
your homes over 70 years of experience in 
the manufacture of the finest quality globes.

An infinite attention to details
The refined design of our accessories and the 
use of precious materials make Zoffoli products 
unique and full of charm. 

Genuinely Made in Italy
The accurate craftsmanship 100% Made in 
Italy is the distinguish feature of our globes 
who are successfully appreciated all around 
the world.



Zoffoli offers a wide range of products, perfect to delight all kind of interiors and to meet any customers' needs. 

Zoffoli PRESTIGEZoffoli ELEGANCE

Zoffoli Elegance offers a selection of unique products 
that stand out for their quality and craftsmanship, ideal 
for those who want a piece of furniture of a great value. 

Zoffoli Prestige offers a selection of niche products, 
ideal for beauty, unique and rare products lovers; 
luxury globes with a strong emotional charge.  



Elegance



Prestige



OUR STRENGHTS 

∙ exclusive products

∙ 100% Made in Italy

∙ innovating design

∙ dynamic company

∙ customization

∙ guaranteed quality

∙ efficient customer care



www.italier.cz | info@italier.cz | +420 774 431 196


